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Executive Summary
The intent of this project is to determine how many racks of glass should be inserted into
the autoclave at a given time in order to maximize productivity of the Laminated Side Glass line.
Based on this value, the total number of workers necessary at finishing and the cycle time of the
bag furnace were determined. This was achieved by building a model of the line in Arena and
analyzing it. The model demonstrated that twelve is the optimal number of racks to insert at a
given time, only one team of two workers is necessary per shift, and that the optimal bag furnace
cycle time is 18 seconds. This optimization allows for an increase in profitability of over $16,000
per month and also increases utilization of human workers at finishing by more than 10%.
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Chapter 1: Preface
1.1: Introduction
The Laminated Side Glass Manufacturing Process (LSG Process) consists of five main
sub-processes: Cutting and Grinding, Bending and Tempering, Lamination, Autoclave, and
Finishing. This project will focus only on the final three sub-processes. Glass enters the system
from Bending and Tempering as two separate pieces, which are adhered to one another during
the Lamination sub-process. Then, glass enters the Autoclave Process, where it remains in the
autoclave (a device that seals the laminate and glass together using pressurized, superheated
steam) for a set period of time. Finally, glass goes to the Finishing sub-process, where it is
trimmed of any excess material, inspected for defects, and then relocated to the warehouse for
shipment. These sub-processes are described in more detail below.

1.2: System Overview
The Lamination sub-process intakes two sequential pieces of glass that have been cut and
bent in such a way that they fit together. A piece of vinyl is placed on the first piece of glass by
hand, then the other piece of glass is automatically placed on top by a vacuum system. Workers
then trim off most of the excess vinyl, and the glass is taken by conveyor to a bag furnace. The
bag furnace is designed like an elliptical Ferris wheel, where each “carriage” is a bag designed to
heat and remove trapped air in each glass pair. The vinyl is melted between the two pieces of
glass, and the air is removed by vacuum-sealing the bag. At this point in the process, the two
7

pieces of glass are adhered to one another, but are not fully unified as one piece. The glass units
are removed from the bag furnace by a robot, which then places them on a conveyor. The glass
units are eventually removed by a human and placed on a rack.
Once a rack is full of glass (about seventy-five glass units), it is relocated to the
Autoclave sub-process by a forklift. At a given time, anywhere between one and twelve racks
can be inserted into the autoclave, which is a large, cylindrical device that pressurizes and heats
the glass. The temperature of the autoclave is higher than that of the bag furnace and also
subjects the glass to high pressures rather than a vacuum. This seals the glass pair into one
inseparable unit. Racks are inserted into and removed from the autoclave by a conveyor system.
Once the specified number of racks has been prepared for loading, they are all loaded into the
autoclave simultaneously and then processed. Regardless of the number of racks, it takes about
180 minutes to load, process, and unload the racks. The racks are then transported by forklift to a
storage area to wait for availability at the Finishing sub-process.
The Finishing sub-process runs eight hours each day, unlike the other two sub-processes
which run twenty-four hours each day. This sub-process involves taking racks of glass
(transported by forklift) from a storage area and processing all the available glass. There are four
manual workstations, each of which processes one rack of glass at a time. When a rack is empty,
it is replaced with a full rack by a forklift. Finishing involves performing quality control and also
trimming off any excess vinyl that is still attached to the glass. After Finishing is complete, the
glass is added to a different rack. Once this rack is full, it is relocated to the warehouse for
shipment.
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1.3: Objective
The objective of this project is to optimize the profitability of the LSG line by adjusting
the configuration of the Autoclave, Lamination, and Finishing sub-processes. In order to increase
profitability, resource utilization, especially of human operators, will be improved to more
efficiently use all available resources. Additionally, all improvements made will either have a
zero or near-zero cost and an implementation time of less than one week. Estimates for a future
expansion of the LSG line will be developed and a simulation will be created for current and
future states of the line.

1.4: Project Background and Justification
This project is being carried out at the request of the plant manager of Carlex Glass in
Vonore, Tennessee. As LSG is the newest production line at the Vonore glass plant, it is the least
well-optimized line and therefore has great potential for improved profitability. There is an
outstanding question that management has concerning this line: how many racks of glass should
be loaded into the autoclave for each cycle? Currently, the determination regarding the number
of racks is somewhat arbitrary and based primarily on rack availability, which is not necessarily
the best use of resources. This also results in significant variation between batches based on
different shifts, supervisors, and other stakeholders. By making the line operation more
consistent, profitability will be increased. Additionally, this consistency will pave the way for
any future improvements in automation on the LSG line. Improvements to the Lamination and
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Finishing Sub-Processes will also be conducted in support of changes to the autoclave process,
depending on the impact the Autoclave Sub-Process has on the other two Sub-Processes.

1.5: Problem Statement
The autoclave sub-process on the Carlex Glass LSG line does not have a definite number
of racks to be inserted per cycle. This causes low resource utilization rates for the finishing
process downstream of the autoclave, which is especially problematic since this process is
completely manual. An optimal number of racks to be inserted into the autoclave per cycle must
be determined in order to maximize profitability and resource utilization, while minimizing
human wait time. This will offer increased consistency of line performance regardless of the
manager in charge of the line and also assist for future increased automation of these processes.

1.6: Design Concepts and Variables
There are two important areas of optimization in this system: the number of racks to load
into the autoclave at a time and the number and quality of workstations in the finishing area.
Various configurations of the system will be simulated to determine the overall best solution.
Variables that will be adjusted , along with relevant details, are as follows:
● The number of racks to insert into the autoclave before initiating a cycle
○ This is the central question of any design because all other parameters
must be adjusted to compensate for this value. Consideration will be taken
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for the waiting times for operators at the Finishing process caused by
delays in autoclave cycles, the cost of an autoclave cycle, and the time
needed for a rack to be prepared for the Autoclave process. Increasing the
number of autoclave cycles decreases the efficiency of the Autoclave
process, but potentially increases the efficiency and resource utilization of
the Finishing process. The ideal number of racks before cycle initiation
will be sought out for each design alternative.
● Whether or not to create a storage buffer before the Autoclave process
○ This is a possibility that will be considered if it is found that a large
savings can be obtained by lowering the number of autoclave cycles in a
given day. Because the output of the Lamination process is a fairly static
number of items per day, it may be beneficial to store this output and run
the autoclave only when its maximum of twelve racks can be inserted. The
buffer is necessary to store Lamination output while the autoclave is
currently in operation; the input/output conveyors of the autoclave are the
same conveyor, so they cannot be used as a buffer between Lamination
and Autoclave during an autoclave cycle.
● Various designs and configurations of workstations in the finishing area
○ The current workstations were quickly developed by the day shift
maintenance crew over summer 2017. It could be beneficial to consider
new designs or configurations of these workstations in order to improve
the efficiency of the Finishing process.
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● The number of workstations in the finishing area
○ Depending on how much of an improvement in efficiency occurs in
Lamination or Autoclave, more workstations may be necessary to account
for process flow. On the other hand, fewer workstations may be necessary
if considerable improvement is made to the design or configuration of
these workstations or to the process flow upstream.
● The cycle time of the bag furnace
○ The bag furnace’s cycle time, or the time between a piece entering/leaving
and the next piece entering/leaving, can be adjusted to any value of the
team’s choosing. The ideal value for this time will simply be to match the
cycle time of the previous phase, lamination.
Ultimately, three design concepts were developed: the Original, Optimized, and
Improved Models. More information about these models can be found in Chapter 6. Each
concept tweaks the values of the number of racks to insert into the autoclave, the number of
workstations in the finishing area, and the bag furnace cycle time. No other variables were
actually adjusted in this project.

This paper was such a pain in the neck, but we sure learned a lot from this project
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Laminated side glass offers multiple improvements over standard tempered glass, namely
increased safety, noise reduction, and increased UV protection, but can also cost three times as
much as non-laminated alternatives (Allen, “Despite cost, more carmakers use laminated glass”).
Therefore, it is important to reduce manufacturing costs as much as possible, especially since
Carlex is likely to be competing on bids with other glass manufacturers. While one solution
would be a reduction in lamination waste (laminate is not a cheap material), it is estimated by
Eronen that less than two percent of the total waste produced by laminated glass manufacturing
can be attributed to the laminate (“Safety Glass Experts: how to improve lamination process
performance”). Therefore, it was decided to focus this project on improving workflow rather
than reducing defects.
Nevertheless, some aspects of defect reduction were taken into account in order to form
the constraints for the system. At no point in the design process was the autoclave cycle time
adjusted; according to Savineau, insufficient time spent in the autoclave is one of the primary
causes of defects in laminated glass (“Fundamentals of Laminating Process and
Quality Requirements”). As trapped air also generates a large number of defects (Allen, “Despite
cost, more carmakers use laminated glass”), it is likely that maintaining a bag furnace cycle time
that is roughly equivalent to lamination worker cycle time will reduce defects and improve glass
quality. Finally, this design maintains the online and offline inspection stations as recommended
by Savineu and currently in place at Carlex (“Fundamentals of Laminating Process and Quality
Requirements”).
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Beyond constraints, this design takes into consideration a zero percent defect rate in its
simulation. While this is unrealistic, past correction of glass quality problems has caused
workflow issues downstream of the problem area (Aviles, WS2 Uptime Improvement - Carlex);
that is, correcting a current problem with glass quality could invalidate this design by increasing
the throughput of prior phases to levels beyond the capacity of the new design. Therefore, the
variable of defect rate was taken to be zero in order to ensure that reduced defect rate does not
generate issues with workflow in the future.
As the team was unfamiliar with the operation of the bag furnace, information had to be
gathered before the process of optimization could begin. In other areas of the plant, a different
method of air removal is utilized: the more common method of utilizing a roller to press out
excess air (Ungureanu, “Advanced Design of Glass Structures”). Unlike this method,
adjustments do not need to be made when a different model of glass is run on the production line
(“Laminated Glass Processing| Safety Glass| Deairing Vacuum Bag Furnace”). Because this is
not a requirement of this device, no changeover time was implemented into the simulation.
For this design, the first question that was considered was the number of racks to insert
into the autoclave per cycle. This served as a point of focus for the business process
reengineering approach, wherein the first step to the improvement of the system is, according to
De Felice and Petrillo, selecting the process to be focused upon (Optimization of automotive
glass production through business process reengineering approach). While explicit cost
information for one autoclave cycle is classified, it is common knowledge that laminating glass
requires temperatures above 160 degrees Celcius and pressures exceeding 0.8MPa (Ungureanu,
“Advanced Design of Glass Structures”). Therefore, the cost per autoclave cycle is likely to be
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quite high and expenses could be greatly reduced by minimizing this value. Therefore, batch size
should be maximized in order to reduce the number of required batches per day.
In order to test the maximized batch size, a model was constructed in Rockwell Arena.
This simulation indicated that the maximum number of racks, 12, can be used as the autoclave
batch size without creating resource utilization issues at Finishing. However, it is important to
consider the physical ramifications of this design in the real world (Fourie, “The Optimisation of
Truckload Utilisation within the Automotive Sector of the PFG Network”). For the system in
question, it was determined that the autoclave possesses sufficient space around its perimeter to
handle the load created by the queue size. However, it is important to consider vehicle traffic,
which will need to be able to easily access the racks of glass. Though it is certainly feasible for
glass to be queued at the autoclave effectively, a simple design of the storage area must be
considered by LSG Process managers.
It was not enough to simply determine the autoclave batch size, since another large
source of expenses on this line is the number of human laborers required. For every step except
for Finishing, the number of workers is static. Carlex seeks to utilize lean production wherever
possible, though this is not fully implemented. One area of improvement that is readily available
is reducing waste in terms of labor (Bakri, “Boosting Lean Production via TPM”) Therefore, it is
worth considering the minimum number of workers required to achieve the necessary capacity of
the LSG Process. The key performance index of labor waste is the resource utilization rate of the
workers, which can be easily calculated in Arena. The number of workers was adjusted until
resource utilization of workers was above 90%. This has the added benefit of balancing the line,
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ensuring that workers can be given more optimal assignments based on skill level (Bon,
“Assembly Line Optimization using Arena Simulation”).
The final design allowed for a great increase in profit. It also provided a balanced
workflow, allowing for a reduction in total number of human laborers required and a clearly
defined hierarchy of worker skill based on how much each position could affect the total cycle
time of the line. The Arena simulation offered an answer to the critical question that management
wanted to answer, the autoclave batch size, and also found ideal cycle times across the line.
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Chapter 3: Project Management
3.1: Problem Solving Approach
A simulation of the system was analyzed. The first value that was tweaked in the
simulation was the autoclave batch size; that is, the number of racks of glass to be inserted into
the autoclave before a cycle of the autoclave is initialized. This allowed the team to examine how
different batch sizes affect the storage buffers before and after the autoclave phase. Arena, a
process simulation software, was used to design and test these simulations, then the simulated
values for queue size and timing were compared to the actual system. Once the simulation of the
current system was verified to be accurate, the team found an optimal value for the autoclave
batch size and requested that this change be implemented. Conversations with managers and
workers played a crucial role in the verification process by ensuring the suggested changes did
not have unforeseen consequences. Thankfully, the adjustment to autoclave batch size was a
simple change to make and only required small adjustments to account for the increased queue
prior to the autoclave. Next, the team planned to test any modifications to workstations in the
field. This ended up being unnecessary since no changes were made to the workstations. Finally,
modifications to the number of workers in the finishing area and bag furnace cycle time were
requested based on the results of the Arena simulation; workers who are not needed at the
Finishing Sub-Process can be relocated to another area of the plant, likely replacing a temp
worker, and the bag furnace cycle time can be adjusted from the attached computer.
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3.2: Minimum Success Criteria and Requirements
There are six criteria by which each design alternative will be judged. Each of these
metrics shall be improved and/or requirements shall be met in order for the project to be
considered a success.
● Resource utilization shall be improved to approximately 90% for all humans.
○ This shall be measured directly by Arena simulation analysis.
● Expenses of the LSG process shall be decreased by $8,000 or more per month.
○ This shall be measured by calculating cost reductions due to relocated
workers (workers that are moved to another line and are no longer
considered an expense for the LSG line) and/or reduction in number of
daily autoclave cycles.
● Consistency shall be brought to the finishing process such that the queue length is
rarely zero until the end of the shift; the times where workers have nothing to do
shall be kept to a minimum and easily predictable
○ This shall be measured indirectly by Arena simulation analysis; graphs of
the current resource utilization shall be compared to design alternative
resource utilization in order to verify that downtime is clearly a smaller
gap.
● The new design will have the capacity to process the entire input load (4,000+
pieces per day).
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○ This shall be measured directly by Arena simulation analysis; the input at
the create node shall not be lower than 4,000.
● Implementation cost and time shall be very low (less than a week and close to
zero dollars), or savings shall outweigh the initial cost by a substantial margin.
○ This shall be measured by simply recording time taken and expenses
occurred and comparing it to target values, or conducting economic
analysis.
● Design alternatives shall be both verified by simulation and presented to the
Project Manager.
○ This shall be verified by simply determining whether or not an accurate
simulation file exists and whether or not it has been presented to the
Project Manager.
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3.3: Gantt Chart and Schedule

Figure 3.3: Gantt Chart
The above Gantt chart in Figure 3.3 served as a schedule for the team throughout the
development process. Though there were some deviations from this chart, the team remained
20

fairly consistently on schedule throughout the development of this project. The only significant
deviation is that the conclusion of the project has now been expanded until May 5, 2018 as the
second implementation must be fully reviewed by Carlex management before its
implementation. Additionally, the second iteration began development in mid March and
continued into the second week of April before being implemented.
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3.4: Flow Chart

Figure 3.4: System Block Diagram
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The above system block diagram, Figure 3.4, serves as a visual representation of the
information presented in Section 1.2. It is presented here as it was the primary point of reference
for the team during the course of the project when not observing the system directly. The Arena
simulation is essentially an animated, interactive version of this model. Of notable difference is
that the Arena simulation does not include the forklift transportation nodes as seen in this system
block diagram due to the fact that forklift traffic has no bearing on process flow; no delays are
ever caused by forklifts because they preemptively deliver glass before it is necessary.

3.5: Project Management Methods
It is the job of the Project Coordinator to assign tasks to the Process Optimization
Specialist and to request facilities access and information from the Project Manager. The Project
Coordinator ensures that the project is proceeding as scheduled and that resources are being
utilized appropriately. Finally, the majority of project documentation is written by the Project
Coordinator. The parts of the documentation that are not written by the Project Coordinator are
instead edited and reviewed by him.
The team followed a V-model for the development of the design. In this model, a design
is developed and implemented, then supported for a time, and finally returns to the design phase
again for a largely revamped next phase. The design underwent two passes through this V-model
before reaching its final state. In each pass, an entirely new solution was formulated. The second
pass utilized information from the first pass as well as additional sources, such as insight on the
design provided by Carlex employees.
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3.6: Responsibilities of Team Members
The roles of the team members include the Project Manager, Project Coordinator, and
Process Optimization Specialist. The Project Manager is a full-time employee of Carlex Glass
and has many responsibilities with the company. Therefore, his role is simply to oversee this
project and ensure that it meets Carlex’s requirements. He reviews all documents and
photographs to ensure they do not reveal any sensitive information about the company’s
processes. He also ensures that the other team members have access to facilities and documents
as needed.
The Project Coordinator’s role is to assign tasks to the Process Optimization Specialist,
request facilities access and information from the Project Manager, keep the project on schedule,
and write/review all documentation. However, his role has had to be expanded to fulfill the role
of Software Expert due to the fact that the team has lost a member. The primary responsibility of
this role was to ensure that all software resources are properly working and utilized by the other
team members. This includes Arena, Microsoft Office, and any other necessary software.
The Process Optimization Specialist conducts time studies on machinery in the facility.
These time studies are then tabulated and added to reports and presentations. Finally, this data is
used to construct a model of the line in Arena in order to analyze it for answering the questions
this project is exploring.
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3.7: Budget (Expenses Incurred by Carlex)
Carlex did not give the team a set budget for the project. Therefore, keeping the costs as
low as possible was a major deciding factor in the design of the system; designs that have no
associated expenditure are very quick to implement, allowing them to be tested in the field.
However, if it was determined that the increase in profit warranted investigation of a
greater-than-zero expenditure, a concrete budget would have been developed for that design. No
such design was ever developed because zero-cost designs were capable of meeting the goal the
team had for this project.

3.8: Available Resources
The team had access to many resources in order to complete this project. All currently
existing industrial hardware mentioned in this report (such as the lamination equipment,
autoclave, finishing stations, and other equipment) was available in multiple configurations.
Additionally, more workstations could have been constructed for use in the finishing area;
maintenance personnel could easily fabricate a workstation out of spare parts in the maintenance
crib area (a part of the facility where parts and supplies are stored). Any other hardware needs
could be developed in-house or, in the case of storage expansions, purchased by Carlex.
The facility has room for expansion of any of the three system sub-processes:
Lamination, Autoclave, and Finishing. In fact, this entire system (and the classified
pre-Lamination system that is intentionally left out of this report) can be doubled or even tripled
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in size. Though this kind of expansion is far beyond the scope of this report, it is space that could
have been utilized for different configurations of the system in question.
Software resources included Microsoft Office, Rockwell Software Arena, and various
online collaboration utilities. In addition, new software could have been developed in the
unlikely event these resources were insufficient. Team members are capable of developing new
software using multiple different programming and web development languages.

3.9: Utilized Resources
The design only required software resources for its analysis as all other resources were
deemed to be unnecessary. Ultimately, Microsoft Office and Rockwell Software Arena were the
most useful software resources for this project. Improvements were conducted without using any
material resources. Additional facility space was used to form a small buffer area for racks of
glass waiting to be inserted into the autoclave, but no changes were made to the finishing area
other than the number of workers.
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Chapter 4: System Specifications
4.1: Theoretical Specifications
The lamination operation (that is, the act of placing vinyl between the two pieces of
glass) has a cycle time of 18-20 seconds. This "paired" glass then travels directly via automated
conveyors into the bag furnace, which removes the air trapped in the vinyl and between the two
pieces of glass. This furnace also has a cycle time of about 18 seconds; that is, a glass pair enters
on one end of the furnace and a different glass pair exits the other end of the furnace every 18
seconds. The glass coming out of this process is placed by hand into racks that hold
approximately 75 pieces each. Lamination runs twenty-four hours per day.
The autoclave is 10 feet in diameter and 30 feet long. It takes approximately 30 minutes
to load and unload (about 15 minutes each) the racks of glass from the autoclave. The autoclave
processing cycle takes 180 minutes, so total processing time considering input and output is 210
minutes. The autoclave can hold a maximum of 12 racks of glass. Load/unload takes about 30
minutes regardless of the number of racks, limited by the speed of the conveyors. The processing
cycle also takes 180 minutes regardless of the number of racks or pieces of glass. Once glass has
been through the autoclave, it is transported by forklift to a storage area. The Autoclave
sub-process runs twenty-four hours per day.
Finishing consists of three workstations that can each process 165 pieces per hour. This
process runs only on first shift, or eight hours per day. Glass is brought by forklift to this process
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from a storage area. Once it has been processed, it is placed on racks, which are removed by
forklift and exit the system.
Any design will need to account for the above timings and capacities. Care must be taken
to ensure that no system element gets “backed up,” especially rigid elements such as conveyors
or the autoclave. The only currently existing buffer is the storage area between Finishing and
Autoclave. All other areas have no currently existing buffer, though a buffer between Lamination
and Autoclave is technically viable.

4.2: Empirical Data Comparison to Theoretical Specifications
4.2.1: Washer Phase
The washer is an automated glass washing and drying system that was not mentioned in
the theoretical specifications given by Carlex. It is a system of rollers and water jets that cleans
away debris on the glass, then dries each pane using a high-pressure plane of air called an air
knife. Glass is fed into the washer by a conveyor, which in turn receives its supply of glass from
a robot that removes glass pieces from racks one by one.
The washer phase (including the load-in robot) has a cycle time of approximately 8.5
seconds based on time studies. This data has been omitted from this report because timings are
consistent and constant; there is no variation in this time because the washer is more or less a
constant-speed conveyor that also serves a value-added function. It is estimated that the total
time a piece spends in the washer is 20 seconds, but this is largely irrelevant to this report and
merely included for posterity. Because the washer’s cycle time of 8.5 seconds is for two pieces,
it is fair to conclude that its actual cycle time for one paired piece is approximately 17 seconds,
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which is close to the stated cycle time of 18 seconds. The team estimates that the discrepancy is
made up for by a slight delay as one piece is staged for the vinyl phase in the lamination room.

4.2.2: Vinyl Phase
This phase begins with an approximately 1.5 second delay, which is likely intended to
compensate for the slightly faster cycle time of the washer phase. This phase consists of two
humans (a vinyl placer and a trimmer) and a positioner machine. In the table below, the placer is
called #1, the trimmer is called #2, and the positioner machine is called POS180.
● 5-6 seconds where both employees are idle
● Lapping System Time (not average) - 19.75 seconds (gate to positioner) / 13.38
seconds (at positioner) / 15.01 seconds (Leave POS 180 to Leaving System)
Table 4.2.2: Time Study Data for Lamination Room
Measured
Cycle Time

Take #1

Take #2

Take #3

Take #4

Take #5

#1 Employee
Working Time

3.29 sec

3.48 sec

3.5 sec

3.5 sec
Standard
Deviation:
.0798248

3.42 sec
Avg: 3.432

Time #1 Does
Nothing

9.85 sec

14.93 sec

10 sec

9 sec

10.35 sec

Leaving
POS180 to
Leaving
System

17.54 sec

20.25 sec

17.94 sec

17.89 sec

19.7 sec
Avg: 18.664

Employee #2 time between
pieces

15 sec

16 sec

15.83 sec

15.3 sec

16.4 sec
Avg: 15.706

POS180 time
between pieces

20.94 sec
7.56

20.75 sec
7.37

18.87 sec
5.49

19.38 sec
6

19.11 sec
5.73
Avg: 19.81

Total Cycle
Times

67 sec

48 sec

48 sec

50 sec

54 sec
Avg: 53.4
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As shown in the table above, the total average time spent per glass pair is 17.8 seconds
(using total cycle time averaged over three stages). This is consistent with the theoretical times of
18 seconds per glass pair. The discrepancy in the two values is, according to the Project
Manager, due to these operators being particularly skilled at their jobs compared to average
workers.

4.2.3: Vinyl to Bag Phase
This phase begins by flipping glass over using a flipping machine. This device has a
cycle time of 8.5 seconds, but is functionally a ‘discrete conveyor belt;’ it is a conveyor belt with
a queue, so it should not pose a problem unless this queue is too large. Afterward, glass is
inserted into the bag furnace and slowly makes its way around that machine before being
removed, inspected, and placed on a rack to go to the autoclave. The table below details
information regarding timing for this stage.
Table 4.2.3: Time Study Data for Bag Furnace
Trial
Run/Type

Take #1

Take #2

Take #3

Take #4

Take #5

Trial #1 Vinyl to Bag

63 sec

32.75 sec

32.28 sec

23 sec

23.8 sec
Avg: 34.996

Trial #2 Vinyl to Bag

38 sec

35.16 sec

23.31 sec

24 sec

29.66 sec
Avg: 30.026

Time
between one
piece passing
through gate
to next

23.7 sec

19.39 sec

15 sec

22 sec

16.55 sec
Avg: 19.328
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End of Bag
Furnace Line
Operator

18.41 sec

13.29 sec

16.93 sec

16.14 sec

16.18 sec
Avg: 16.19

As can be calculated from the table, the times for the glass getting into the bag furnace
have a high standard deviation (25.159867 sec). This was found to be caused by an error
(discrepancy between ideal configuration and actual configuration) in the bag furnace cycle time,
wherein the furnace has a 15 second cycle time. The team identified this error and reported it to
Carlex management. More information about this can be found in Chapter 5. Though no data has
been collected due to time constraints, it was reported that by setting the cycle time to 20 seconds
this is now more consistent and the actual cycle times are closer to 20 seconds; the 15 second
cycle time caused inlet glass to be out of phase with the bag furnace, resulting in underutilization
of the furnace as bags would be skipped when no glass was present. Now, glass arrives at about
the same time that a bag is available for it to be placed inside.

4.2.4: Finishing Phase
The first part of this phase, the final trimming of the vinyl, lasts approximately 27
seconds for five pieces of glass, or 5.4 seconds per piece. The table below indicates times for
inspection of five pieces of glass.
Table 4.2.4: Time Study Data for Finishing
Phase

Trial #1

Trial #2

Trial #3

Trial #4

Trial #5
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Finishing
Inspection
One Stack

14 sec

21.51 sec

16.12 sec

15.33 sec

17.35 sec
Avg: 16.862

Once glass has been inspected, it is placed on a rack with an average time of 17.495
seconds. After calculating the average time per piece of glass for inspection, it is found to be
6.8714 seconds considering inspection and racking. By this estimation, a finishing station should
have a capacity of 523 pieces per hour. Because this is much higher than theoretical, this
indicates that much of the inspection station’s time is spent waiting for new glass to arrive.
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Chapter 5: Process Issues and Resolutions
5.1: Process Issues Reported to Management
While the team was conducting time studies and examinations of the LSG line, other
issues were discovered and reported to management. This is a not-necessarily-exhaustive list of
the issues the team reported to the Project Manager.
1. The bag furnace would skip a bag at inconsistent intervals. While this issue would
normally indicate poor performance of lamination room operators, the operators were
found to be performing within acceptable measures (that is, the amount of time required
to place and trim vinyl must be less than 20 seconds). Instead, it was found that the bag
furnace cycle time had been unnecessarily set to 15 seconds, which is faster than the ideal
time of 18-20 seconds. This caused a backlog of glass due to the inconsistency between
the lamination room and bag furnace and also increased the wear and tear on the bag
furnace. The Project Manager said this would be corrected. The bag furnace was reset to
a 20 second cycle time after a few meetings between Carlex employees.
2. Many pieces of glass were discarded for scratches. Though the team does not know why,
they theorized the washer had a defect within it that scratched the glass. They were
unable to perform analysis on this issue due to the sensitivity of the equipment involved,
but this issue was reported to the Project Manager for his analysis. The issue seemed to
be resolved after some time, perhaps due to maintenance replacing a faulty roller in the
washer.
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5.2: Proposed Process Issues Solutions for the Future
1. Access control is recommended in order to prevent unsolicited tampering with cycle
times. It is also recommended that each change to these cycle times, or any computer
code, is documented and reported to management. This policy must be enforced so that
more serious issues don’t arise in the line and also so that steps can be retraced in the
event of a change negatively impacting performance.
2. This issue is very common across the plant according to the personal experience of
maintenance technicians. However, it has been observed that the manufacturer of this
particular washer tends to produce inferior products that are prone to maintenance and
quality issues. It is worth conducting economic analysis in order to determine the soonest
point at which Carlex can replace this washer and break even or make money; if nothing
else, this will help to balance the workflow due to a decrease in defects and also decrease
the number of breakdown calls for this washer. It is also likely that a more ergonomic
design will reduce risk of injury and fatigue for maintenance personnel.
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Chapter 6: Arena Simulation
6.1: First Model: Autoclave Sub-Process Design and Testing

First, a basic model of the system was created for the purpose of translating time study
data to simulation model (Figure 6.1). The design was divided into four sections that each
reflected the time study data from their respective . Its purpose was not necessarily to simulate
the model however, it certainly did help with organizing the data.

Figure 6.1 - Basic Overview Model

A second model (Figure 6.2) then was built that focused on the main target: the
Autoclave and Finishing Sub-Processes. The phases prior to these two subprocesses were easily
condensed into the Create node (entry point) of the Arena simulation because the cycle time of
these phases directly controls their rate of flow. This was the first design to actually test
simulation modeling. The time study data was incorporated into the Arena simulation’s process
times (Figure 6.3). Immediately, an obstacle was encountered. The student version of Arena only
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allows 150 entities within the model at a time. The model needed to account for over 900
entities, which is much greater than the entity limit! The solution was to contact Rockwell
software and agree to give them an anonymous copy of this paper in exchange for a free trial
period of the professional version of Arena.
Figure 6.2 - Autoclave and Inspection Process Model

Figure 6.3 - Data Collection within Autoclave and Inspection Process Model

Once the licensed version was obtained the attention was turned to the pacing of the
autoclave. At first, Arena would allow more than one batch to enter the Autoclave at a time, a
system that doesn’t allow anything more than one batch. To counter this, a Holding Module was
incorporated with a conditional logic statement: “Autoclave1.WIP == 0“ (Figure 6.4). Essentially,
the simulation will not allow for any other batch to enter the autoclave unless the “Autoclave1”
process node has zero batches inside it (Figure 6.5).
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Figure 6.4 - Incorporation of Pacer Module

Figure 6.5 - Logic Statement Behind Pacer Module

Many obstacles were encountered while designing the simulation, from difficulties
understanding the proper syntax for logic statements to acquiring correct licensing for Arena.
However, the goal to ensure the model accurately depicted the autoclave and its batch size was
relentlessly pursued and eventually an accurate model was developed. Then, tests were
conducted using various batch sizes for the autoclave. In the following figures, the queue size is
varied and the results are presented. Smaller batch sizes cause the queue at Finshing to reduce to
zero very quickly, which is inefficient. When batch sizes of 790 and above are presented, (shown
in Figures 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8) the slope difference is so small that the scale of the graph had to be
adjusted so that changes could be seen (Figure 6.11). In order to numerically display results for
each test, Figures 6.9 and 6.12 display the maximum inspection queue size and maximum batch
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size were snapshotted from each queue report. The maximum batch size for the autoclave was
compared to the maximum queue size for Finishing. If either value was significantly larger than
the other, then it was concluded that the work flow was not optimal and the batch size would
need to be adjusted to be closer to the maximum queue size value. These reports were generated
until the graphs began to appear congruent. This occurred after the batch size rested between 750
and 825 pieces of glass shown by Figures 6.7 (an upward sloping curve) and 6.9 (the maximum
inspection queue size is less than the maximum batch size). Trial and Error then was performed
to eventually reach the theoretical optimum batch size of of 784, when the maximum inspection
queue size equalized with the maximum batch size (Figure 6.26). However, this was not found to
be the true optimum batch size; the team had perfected the autoclave process model and found
the method for finding the answer, but still needed to correct the Finishing process in order to get
a true optimum value.
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Figure 6.6 -Queue before inspection with a Batch Size of 900

Figure 6.7 - Queue before inspection with a Batch Size of 825
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Figure 6.8 - Queue before inspection with a Batch Size of 750

Figure 6.9 - Numerical Values of Batch Size 750
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Figure 6.10 - Queue before inspection with a Batch Size of 790

Figure 6.11 - Queue before inspection with a Batch Size of 790 (close up)
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Figure 6.12 - Numerical Values of Batch Size 790
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Figure 6.13 - Queue before inspection with a Batch Size of 770

Figure 6.14 - Queue before inspection with a Batch Size of 770 (Zoomed In)
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Figure 6.15 - Numerical Values of Batch Size 770
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Figure 6.16 - Queue before inspection with a Batch Size of 780

Figure 6.17 - Queue before inspection with a Batch Size of 780 (close up)
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Figure 6.18 - Numerical Values of Batch Size 780
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Figure 6.19 - Queue before inspection with a Batch Size of 785

Figure 6.20 -Queue before inspection with a Batch Size of 785 (close up)
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Figure 6.21 - Numerical Values of Batch Size 785
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Figure 6.22 - Queue before inspection with a Batch Size of 783

Figure 6.23 - Queue before inspection with a Batch Size of 783 (close up)
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Figure 6.24 - Numerical Values of Batch Size 783
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Figure 6.25 - Queue before inspection with a Batch Size of 784

Figure 6.26 - Numerical Values of Batch Size 784
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6.2: Second Model: Finishing Sub-Process Incorporation
The second model was created to accurately implement inspection stations in the
finishing area. With the help of a Decide module, an accurate model of the two 12-hour shifts at
finishing was created, (Figure 6.27) and an alternative, simplified model that did not separate
shifts was also developed (Figure 6.28).
Figure 6.27: Separate-Shift Model

Figure 6.28: Simplified Shift Model

When the first model (the Autoclave Sub-Process) was incorporated into the model
above, a complete simulation of the workflow was created. Using this model, the final results
could be found. To properly organize the calculations, three distinct variations of the model, or
Design Alternatives, were created : Original, Improved, and Optimized. The Original Model
simulated the unaltered process at Carlex, using two shifts of two workstations each and an
autoclave batch size of 750 pieces. The Improved Model increased the batch size to 900 pieces
and reduced the workforce to one team for two shifts. In the Optimized Model, the values of
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batch size and workforce were untouched from the Improved Model, but glass entered the
system every 18 seconds instead of 20, which improved resource utilization and also increased
production. The Original and Improved models used a time between arrivals of 20 because this
was the current cycle time of the bag furnace, but a cycle time of 18 seconds is possible as this is
the cycle time of the lamination room. A comparison of the three models can be found in Figure
6.29. In this figure, daily production is called Capacity and Number of Workers represents
workers per shift.

Table 6.29: Specifications of Design Alternatives
As shown below (Figures 6.30 and 6.31), when two inspection teams work with the batch
size set at 750 there is a large amount time between intervals. In order to confirm this, another
test was conducted on the Original Model where only one team was used per shift (Figure 6.32).
The down time can be clearly seen as the spaces between peaks on the graph. The modeling for
both reported that employees increased in their utilization from 83% - 85% by merely increasing
the batch size (Table 6.33). It was evident however, that more tests were required since a total of
42 minutes and 23 seconds of down time was calculated over the span of 48 hours even when
operating at a batch size of 900.
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Figure 6.30 - Original: Batch Size 750/ 2 Teams/ Team #1 (Early Shift Workers)

Figure 6.31 - Original: Batch Size 750/ 2 Teams/ Team #2 (Late Shift Workers)
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Figure 6.32 - Original: Batch Size: 750/ 1 Team

Table 6.33 - Modified Batch Size for 1 Inspection Team

Because a higher batch size allows for fewer batches per day, it was necessary to
maximize it in order to optimize the model. This is because each autoclave cycle has an
unknown but nonzero cost associated with it. Therefore, the maximum value for batch size, 900,
was chosen. A larger batch size is not possible due to physical constraints of the autoclave. With
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the speed of the bag furnace increasing to 18 seconds per piece of glass it was calculated that a
90% employee utilization rate was achieved at 93.55% (Table 6.34).

Table 6.34 - Modified Bag Furnace Arrival Times

To calculate the bag furnace cycle time to obtain 90% worker resource utilization at Finishing,
an interpolation calculation then was made:

The interpolation calculation yielded a cycle time of 18.7618 seconds. In a seventy two hour
span it was calculated that a maximum of 13815 pieces of glass would arrive at the autoclave
process awaiting to be batched (Table 6.35).
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Table 6.35 - Interpolated Bag Furnace Arrival Time

Graphs for both 19 second and 18 second bag furnace cycle times were simulated (Figures
6.36 and 6.38). There are visual differences in the gaps between the intervals for the Improved
and Optimized Model (Figures 6.37 and 6.38) which represent the reduction in worker idle time
in the Optimized Model.

Figure 6.36 - Batch Size of 900/1 Team/ Bag Furnace at 19 sec.

Figure 6.37 - Improved Model (Specifications in Fig. 6.29)
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Figure 6.38 - Optimized Model (Specifications in Fig. 6.29)

The simulation model proved that changing the autoclave batch size and adjustment of
arrival times by reducing bag furnace cycle time will assist increase resource utilization for the
workers at Finishing (Figure 6.39). The graphs with one team demonstrate the need to reduce the
number of workers at Finishing in order to obtain optimality. Figure 6.39 correctly depicts the
entire simulation that was used.
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Figure 6.39 - Overall Final Simulation Model
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Chapter 7: Recommendations and
Conclusions
7.1: Lamination Phase
The lamination phase is running as intended before the bag furnace; all times are
consistent with the specifications. However, the bag furnace was not consistent to these
specifications due to the furnace itself being programmed with a 15 second cycle time. The cycle
time of the bag furnace has been reset to 20 seconds. However, the team recommends setting the
cycle time to 18 seconds because this is in line with the cycle time of previous phases. This will
also increase the throughput of the system, such that Carlex can increase its daily production to
4,800 finished pieces per day, ignoring losses.

7.2: Autoclave Phase
The ideal cycle size of the autoclave was found by simulation to be 12 racks per cycle.
This number should reduce the number of cycles as well as allow for workers at the finishing
stage to be relocated; there are currently too many. However, as the lamination stage
improvements were resisted, a force field diagram was developed in order to illustrate
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resistance to change. The figure below represents the forces supporting and opposing the
change to this cycle size.
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Figure 7.2: Force Field Diagram

The forces for change include the Project Manager, who desires to make these changes
happen and has the power to do so. However, he is also opposed by the loss of autonomy of floor
managers, who will react negatively to their power to control their line being reduced.
The profitability of the line will increase due to these changes, but the reason for this is
that fewer finishing employees are needed. This is likely to cause other individuals to resist this
change. Keep in mind that this does not mean these workers will be laid off; they will simply
become part of a work assignment problem that will place them in position within the plant that
is more suitable to their skill level. Such a problem is beyond the scope of this paper, but within
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the scope of another systems engineering project at Carlex, wherein the best position for these
workers could be found based on their work histories.
Because the autoclave will run a smaller number of cycles, maintenance issues will
decrease. Currently the autoclave has preventative maintenance performed once per month for
one hour, but this will change as the machine ages. Implementing this change will allow for
larger time intervals between autoclave cycles, which will allow breakdown maintenance crews
more time to perform their tasks. However, this change will also create a larger stockpile of glass
before it enters the autoclave, which could be perceived as an overflow. Even though according
to simulation this should not be a true overflow, inefficient space management could result in the
difficulties of moving glass from one spot to another or for movement of other personnel and
equipment. This overflow will generate some resistance to this change.
Finally, this change in batch size will allow for a more efficient and consistent process
flow. Floor managers and other personnel may disagree with this, however, believing that they
know better than engineers because of their experience running the line. This will need to be
overcome in order to implement the change, as some personnel may ignore the cycle size
requirements and choose to implement cycle sizes that they feel would be better, regardless of
the evidence presented in this paper.
This value for batch size was obtained by analysing results from the simulation, found in
Chapter 6. This value prevents the Finishing phase from running out of glass while also ensuring
there is no overflow of glass at finishing. This was achieved by modifying the number of racks
inserted into the Autoclave at a time until the desired result was achieved.
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7.3: Finishing Phase
By analysing the simulation, the only way to increase resource utilization above the
target value of 90% was to reduce the number of workstations by half; only two workstations, or
four workers, are necessary. By relocating these workers, the profitability of the line is increased
by approximately $4,000 a month per worker, which totals $16,000. The workstations do not
require any modification in order to achieve this result and the workers are able to process up to
4,800 pieces per day with about 93% resource utilization. It is recommended to have two shifts
of one workstation each in order to avoid a large buildup of glass at this phase.

7.4: Minimum Success Criteria Results
● Resource utilization shall be improved to approximately 90% for all humans
○ Success; a 93% resource utilization rate was achieved
● Expenses of the LSG process shall be decreased by $8,000 or more per month
○ Success; a savings of over $16,000 was obtained from modifications to
autoclave batch size and number of finishing workers
● Consistency shall be brought to the finishing process such that the queue length is
rarely zero until the end of the shift
○ Success; as resource utilization rate is quite high and downtime is easily
predictable, consistency has been achieved
● The new design will have the capacity to handle the input load (4,000+ pieces per
day)
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○ Success; this design can handle up to 4,800 pieces per day
● Implementation cost and time shall be very low (less than a week and close to
zero dollars), or savings shall outweigh the initial cost by a substantial margin
○ Success; all changes can be performed in less than a day and do not cost
any money
● Design alternatives shall be verified by simulation and presented to the Project
Manager
○ Work in progress; this will be accomplished by May 5
In conclusion, this project is an unqualified success. All issues that it set out to solve have
been solved and all minimum success criteria have been met or exceeded. This project will save
Carlex Glass over $192,000 per year and has even increased the maximum capacity of the line,
thus offering a large increase in profitability. The team hopes that Carlex will be satisfied with
this project and will reap many benefits from their work.
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Appendix C
Challenges Faced and Resolutions
The first major challenge was that the technical specifications given by Carlex did not
match what was observed in the field. The timing of cycles were generally faster than expected,
causing some components to behave erratically. An example of this is the bag furnace, which
skipped a cycle at seemingly random intervals because its cycle time was approximately five
seconds faster than it should have been. The entire first implementation was simply fixing this
issue and smoothing out the cycle times across this section of the line. It took some time and
effort to ensure that the line was performing according to its specifications once more, but once
this was done a more accurate simulation could be constructed.
The second challenge was working around the entity limit in Arena. Because 4,000+
pieces of glass pass through the system daily, remaining under the entity limit of 150 in Arena
was exceedingly difficult. A workaround for this was simple: acquire a license for Arena.
However, this proved to be a difficult task due to the complexity of installing the software.
Rockwell Software was kind enough to offer the team a month-long trial of the full version, which
allowed the successful completion of the simulation.
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